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· Discussion Starter - #1 - April 17, 2017 Has just received its 1999 CLK and is already thinking about what radio update I should go with this that will give me a Bluetooth connection for both phone and music streaming. I just want to replace the head unit and keep the stock of speakers and amp. Also, I want to find a radio unit that looks like a stock one, I
mean that doesn't look like it after the market is set. Any offer? I installed the Blaupunkt unit for the mine. Has an SD card slot, USB connection, Bluetooth for phone and streaming music, no CD like, for me, it made redundant an SD card slot (32GB card) :Green does everything I want and was about 40 pounds/-$50. Happy Days: Green Talk Starter - #3
April 20, 2017 I installed the Blaupunkt block on mine. Has an SD card slot, USB connection, Bluetooth for phone and streaming music, no CD like, for me, it made redundant an SD card slot (32GB card) :Green does everything I want and was about 40 pounds/-$50. Happy Days :grin What's the Blaupunkt model is that and you keep a stock speaker and
amplifier? Changed it a couple of years ago, but it was a Blaupunkt Sydney 220BT unit. I think they may have stopped the device as I can't find one advertised, but it looks exactly like this model, except mine has preinstalled 5/6 buttons replaced by phone buttons. The new BLAUPUNKT Melbourne 120 Single DIN Mechless Non CD Car Player Audio Stereo I
liked because it does everything I wanted but in one size din. I really like to have a little cubby storage in the central console. My car only has a swamp standard speaker system, don't even know if it has a separate amplifier? To match the head unit I needed to take power from the lighter, then I think I used the adapter to use for the rest of the wiring. The
device doesn't work with the steering wheel that will require other wiring to use, but I don't think your car has them anyway. · The starting line-up for #5 - April 20, 2017 I installed this pioneer double DIN unit in my CLK 430 and I love it. It keeps me from reaching for my phone at the same time it provides all the basic, important features of my iPhone: phone
calls, messaging, music, podcasts and a few other apps. In fact, Pioneer has worked with Apple (and Google) to provide a convenient translation of the phone's user interface in an app designed for use in the car. I love it. About $300-400 U.S., but you'll have to give up your little storage compartment above the radio. Yes, I know: it's not Blaupunkt or
something German. But it works remarkably well, it looks pretty decent in the car (without too hard), easily visible even in direct sunlight, uses capacitor resistance, a high-resolution screen with pinch and zoom ability, and more and more applications are being reworked to support CarPlay - an application that interfaces interfaces interfaces Your phone. Note
that there is no disk player and it is not a device for someone without an iPhone or Android. 39.4 KB Views: 1,991 Were you able to activate the steering wheel with this device? What interface is required? What year is the car model? I have the AVEC Pioneer series and it looks and works great in my 2000 CLK320, but the installers have failed to make the
steering wheel run. · Did you manage to activate the steering wheel with this device? What interface is required? What year is the car model? I have the AVEC Pioneer series and it looks and works great in my 2000 CLK320, but the installers have failed to make the steering wheel run. Yes, it is. The left side controls the next track/previous track (or radio
preset or something else that plays), and the right side controls the volume. The CarPlay unit lacks physical buttons, so I find that steering wheel is convenient. However, with this device you find yourself tapping the screen quite often - usually switch between apps - since in the end, it mimics an iPhone or Android device when CarPlay (the radio app) works.
When not in CarPlay, the radio acts similarly to your AVIC series. I don't remember what kind of interface is required. I wrote to my installer and asked him what part he used for the wheel interface. I will update this topic when I hear from it. It's a standard interface, and there's a dipswitch setting on it that fit the different bus audio system used by different
manufacturers. The cost of the interface added $100 (parts and labor) to my installation. Also keep in mind that CarPlay devices for Android and iPhone are different; Make sure you choose the right one for your platform. Android is more expensive - for some reason. This is by far the best post-market app I've used; I had three other Pioneer units in three
cars: two single DIN units and one dual DIN AVIC 4000 in a Honda Civic I used to own. Although the AVIC 4000 was good, it was hard to read in bright sunlight; CarPlay devices have a much better, higher screen. I have little-to-no use for CDs in the car anymore, so CarPlay lacks the drive unit well with me: Less heat and one less mechanical devices to fail.
If you want to watch videos on a CarPlay device, you need to make sure that your installer attaches the Apple (or Android) video interface (for extra cost). I find it useless so I don't even bother with it. If I want to watch a movie in my car (who does it?) I just use my phone. I hope it helps. · I'll add that like your 320, my has a Bose system in it. No problem with
installing CarPlay. A competent installer knows how to recycle the wir to make it function properly. :Green Note that the instructions and Below are for CLK320 WITHOUT Harman Cardon. If you want to install a head unit in the CLK320 with Harman Kardon/amplified stereo you will need a special harness. It's all-in-one, so the only thing you need to do is
replace this harness with Axxess straps, which we show below. Necessary parts to install: Head unit (of course) - We used our PUMPKIN double din head unit Axxess XSVI-9005-Nav to use - adapts OEM Mercedes head unit wires on the secondary home unit market. Also creates a 12v power accessory. Without this seat belt and adapter, you will have to
find another source to wir your accessory enabled power. This harness also connects directly to asWC-1 below. Axxess ASWC-1 - Steering wheel control interface. You don't have to if you want to keep control of the steering wheel. Metra 40-EU10 - Adapts the OEM radio antenna connector to the aftermarket plug. Metra 99-874B - Dash kit that adapts
double din at factory dash cutout. All the parts to install Here's a quick step-by-step product guide that we decided to do to install the first things first - you need to turn off the battery so you don't blow up the fuses while installing. The battery in the CLK 320 is located on the passenger side of the car under the hood, right in front of the firewall. Remove the
negative terminal on the left side of the battery (when facing it). Turn off the negative terminal on the battery Start with the console trim piece that surrounds the shift load. Open the ash tray and pull up, starting from the front, working your way back. Next, gently pry the back of the boot shift trim up and work your way to the front. Once the finishing boot has
been removed, you can feed this trim piece through a hole in the console finishing piece and completely remove the console trim piece. ClK 320 OEM head unit before replacing push the outer clips toward the back and gently pull the finishing piece up a close-up clip in the lower corners of the ash tray. Remove by pressing it to the back of the car and pulling
outwards to work its way down the sides of the console trim piece by pulling up the console finish piece to a fully removed shift trim from the console trim to completely remove the console trim feed shift trim piece through the console finishing piece Next, you remove the ash tray by pulling two pronged-like clips on the bottom to you and lifting it out of the
dash. Close-up of the clip in the lower corners of the ash tray. Remove by pressing it towards the back of the car and pulling outwards pull up and out. There's a wire behind the ash lighter tray with a close-up lighter wire clip. Remove and pull the ash tray out of the car Now that the ash tray is out of the car, you will have access to the two tork screws below
the climate control unit. Remove these two screws Pull the climate control block out. Note there are two clips in the upper corners that keep it in that will pop as you pull it. Once the device is removed, you'll pull the connected wires - there are two to remove. Remove these two wires and remove the device from the dash. Two torx screws to remove before
pulling the climate-control unit out of the Pull climate-control unit from below after you removed the torx screws of the climate-control unit half-removed note clips on the top two corners of the piece. Don't pull all the way yet, as there are two wire straps behind to disable the two wires used to remove from the back of the climate control unit before completely
removing it close-up of the two climate control wires that you need to remove from the block with the climate control removed, now you'll have access to the two lower screws that hold the head unit. However, there are two higher units as well so before you remove them, you will need to pull out the trim panels and buttons that are above the head block. To
do this, click on the cup support to expand the support. Using your fingers, pull to the inner right corner of the panel to unfasten the angle and then work your way to the left. With the trim piece removed, unclip wire is used from the back of the device in order to remove it completely. Once this panel comes out you will be able to access the two top screws to
the head block. The cup holder is open, start by pulling on the right side of the finish to work your way to the left top trim piece removed. Unclip wires on the back of the Pulling head block from the dash after removing the screw remove the wires from the back of the head block. The home harness (top left) will require you to pull the rotary style bar down the
OEM to use close-up after removing the Antennae clip (black) dash opening after the head block is removed to prepare the head unit to be installed in the dash, you need to mount the new aftermarket head unit Of Metra 99-874B dash kit. Do this by installing two left and right mounting plates on the losing block. Once they are installed, place the adaptation
of the dash trim over the face of the head block to check your mounting point and that the device sticks out as far as you would like it to. If you are satisfied, tighten the side plates and mount the finish to the side plates. Before installing a new head unit in the dash, you should make sure that all the wiring that connects to the back of the head block is plugged
into the back of the dash. This includes things like: USB GPS chords and WiFi Antennas Microphone PUMPKIN head unit, which we chose was all of the above so we wired all three in the back of the dash before we re-installed our new head unit. USB chords Our head unit came with USB inputs are connected to the back of the head unit, so we had to
choose a place for the new USB chords to go and then wire them. In our CLK 320 we we are Use the ash tray below the head block. No need to cut holes, just pull the removable component of the ash tray from the ash tray cubby and feed the wires in the ashes of the cubby tray. GPS and WiFi Antennas, Microphone For all three of these components, we fed
wires from the dash area, under the steering wheel and on the far left side of the dash. To do this, there is a panel above the legs that has two tork screws. Remove the torx screws and pull the panel to gain access to behind the dash under the steering wheel. Then remove the panel on the left side of the dash, which overlooks the door (when closed). Feed
the wires from the central dash area to the left side of the dash. We used a zipper to secure the wire under the dash. Once your GPS, WiFi and microphone (or any combination of three) through the dash and out of the sidebar dash, we installed the WiFi antenna right in the dash right next to the fuse box. Continue to feed the GPS and microphone through
the pole, placing the wire between the pillar panel and the rubber seal. Place the wires behind the pillar panel. At the top of the post, feed the wires across and to the window. Usually we mount microphones on the top left of the windshield and cut it between the head liner and the windshield. For GPS, continue to stack the wires behind the head of the liner
until the left side of the rearview mirror. Here we installed our GPS unit. Close-up of the antenna wire adapter and what wire to connect it to connect the new wires use for the plant to use Connect GPS, WiFi and microphone to the back of the device At the moment, you should have all your wires connected and the head unit should not be fully installed yet.
Reconnect the car's battery and check the device. You want to check: Power - obviously this is the most important first radio check - check the sound and that the radio has a GPS reception - if your device has a GPS to make sure it has a Bluetooth call signal - make sure your new microphone is running USB - check that your USB connection is running WiFi
- in our case we had a WiFi antenna, make sure you have a signal and that you can connect to the WiFi network test of the general functions of the Make sure nothing is defective before you constantly re-install it! Once you've checked your unit and everything is confirmed to be working, you can start mounting it back. Mount the device by screwing four tork
screws. Take these clips and place them on the back of the screw holes on the new block before screwing it in. And your finished product: The final product after installing a new double din head in CLK 320 320
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